
Revolution ECO 16 and 28 
Bay Laptop Trolleys™

Charge, store, secure and transport 
your Laptop and Chromebook 
devices

ECO Safe Charge™ power management system  

for safe and efficient charging.

Charge multiple banks of Laptops at the same time 

with the remote controlled power management system.

All in one Laptop solution. Store, charge, secure and 

transport almost any type of Laptop and Chromebook.

Designed to be mobile for easy and quick  

deployment in almost any location.

Lifetime warranty. PC Locs products are  

built to last the distance.1

Compatible. The one-time adjusting shelf makes it 

compatible with almost any Laptop and Chromebook.

Open design for easy visual checks and preventing 

Laptops and Chromebooks from overheating.

Dual access. Retrieve Laptops and Chromebooks  

quicker from both sides of the Cart.

Extra storage. The bottom tray can be used for  

storing peripherals and other miscellaneous items.

Secure! After a day of use, lock it down in a  

designated area with the heavy duty anchor kit.



It just makes life easier.

www.pclocs.com.au 
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Safe and efficient charging... Equipped with ECO Safe 

Charge. This remote controlled, intelligent system stages the 

availability of power to each Laptop and Chromebook bank. 

The functions available can help prevent power overloading, 

reduce energy bills, reduce carbon emissions and extend the 

life of your Laptop’s batteries.

Security... There is a high level of security built into 

the Carts. Steel locking bars secure the Laptops and 

Chromebooks into the Cart, whilst the heavy duty 

anchor kit locks the Cart down when it’s not in use.

Under the top hood... Plug, store and secure all your Laptop 

and Chromebook power packs under the lockable lid.

Specifications 16 Bay Laptop Cart: 
inches: 35.4(H) x 23.8(W) x 29.4(L) 
mm: 900(H) x 605(W) x 747(L) 
weight: 136.7 lbs | 62 kg

Compatible... A unique feature of the Revolution ECO 

Carts is the patented, one-time adjustable shelf. This allows 

you to make the Cart suitable for Laptops, Notebooks, 

Netbooks and Chromebooks of almost any size.

Specifications 28 Bay Laptop Cart: 
inches: 35.4(H) x 34.5(W) x 29.4(L) 
mm: 900(H) x 876(W) x 747(L) 
weight: 185.2 lbs | 84 kg

Specifications and images are for illustration purposes only. Final product may differ. 1 Visit www.pclocs.com.au for details.


